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Abstract. In this study, a pre-matchingmethodwas developed based onmeasured performance parameters and
theoretical calculations of turbochargers. First, the turbocharger of a natural gas engine was subjected to a
comprehensive performance experiment. According to the experimental results, the maximum efficiencies of the
turbine and compressor are 70% and 75%, respectively, and the efficiency of the turbine drops sharply from 70%
to 56.6% as the pressure ratio increases from 1.25 to 2.4. In this thesis, a specific turbocharger pre-matching
software has been developed in conjunction with a database. Three turbines and three compressors were selected
from the self-developed database for matching and comparative study using this method. The simulation results
showed that the maximum efficiency of turbine #1, #2 and #3 is 71.3%, 72.2% and 72.7%, respectively, and the
efficiency of these three turbines is concentrated between 65% and 72.5%. Obviously, the maximum efficiency of
the turbine has increased by 1.3–2.7% and the overall efficiency has improved after the pre-matching. Therefore,
this developed pre-matching method can reduce time cost, improve work efficiency and engine performance, and
is important for the design and development of turbochargers.
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1 Introduction

Conventional fuels, as non-renewable resources, are
mixtures of hydrocarbon derivatives, including coal, fuel
oil and gas [1]. Due to the over-exploitation and use of oil
resources, the world’s oil resources are tending to be
depleted, the problem of environmental pollution is
becoming more serious, and exhaust emissions from
internal combustion engines have become one of the most
prominent environmental and socio-economic problems in
the world, which has led to stricter emission regulations
around the world [2–4]. As a consequence, potential
alternative energy sources like ammonia, natural gas and
hydrogen have been investigated to supplant these
conventional fuels, where natural gas constitutes around
25% of primary energy share [5–10]. The use of clean and
efficient alternative fuels such as natural gas in vehicle
engines is a direct and effective way of reducing pollutants
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such as CO, NOx and PM [11–13]. Natural gas is a gas
mixture. Its main component is methane (82–99% by
volume), a simplehydrocarbonmolecule composedof carbon
and hydrogen [14]. Compared to diesel consumption of
$0.273/km and petrol of $0.081/km, natural gas consump-
tion is $0.047/km. Therefore, natural gas has huge potential
economic and environmental benefits, the study of natural
gas engines is of great practical importance [15–18].

As the compression ratio increases, the natural gas
burnsata rapid rateandwithhigh thermal efficiency [19, 20].
Due to their favorable H/C ratio, they can produce lower
carbon-based emissions per unit of fuel than petrol [21–23].
Compared to natural gas, diesel fuel contains a complex
mixture of long-chain hydrocarbons including sulfur,
nitrogen and other impurities. These impurities can cause
diesel to burn incompletely and produce large amounts of
particulate matter. Natural gas engines can therefore emit
less particulate matter than diesel engines [12,13]. Even
under lean-burn conditions, natural gas engines can achieve
lower carbon dioxide levels than diesel engines at approxi-
mately the same thermal efficiency [24–26].
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At present, scholars are researching natural gas
engines with consideration given to turbochargers. Kesgin
[27] studied the effect of turbocharging system parameters
on the performance of natural gas engines. It was shown
that the selection of turbocharger with appropriate
parameters can effectively improve the overall perfor-
mance of the engine. In addition, Kesgin [28] also designed
a two-stage high-pressure turbocharged natural gas
engine and investigated the potential Miller cycle through
calculations using computational models based on both
experimental and computational studies. They also
concluded that the efficiency of the engine was improved.
Altosole et al. [29] applied a developed and validated
computer simulator to a four-stroke marine natural
gas engine to investigate the effects of the hybrid
turbocharging system on the overall efficiency of the
engine. They showed that the hybrid turbocharger had
improved engine characteristics at different engine loads
and speeds compared to the original engine. Luo et al. [30]
investigated the compensation of low-speed performance
of natural gas turbocharged engines based on the
optimisation of the intake strategy, and obtained
the conclusion that the use of a turbocharger can increase
the efficiency of the engine by an average of 3.6%.

Due to the slow combustion speed of natural gas and
poor lean-burn capability, the spark ignite (SI) engine has
the disadvantage of large cycle-to-cycle variations and
poor lean-burn capability, which reduces engine power
and increases fuel consumption [31,32]. To solve the
problem of power reduction in natural gas engines,
turbocharging technology is often used to improve engine
performance. The turbocharger compresses the intake air
mixture by extracting waste energy from engine combus-
tion emissions. Turbocharging then increases the power
output of internal combustion engines and reduces specific
fuel consumption [33]. However, at low engine speeds,
there may not be enough exhaust gas flow to drive the
turbine effectively, resulting in a decrease in turbine
power [34]. Therefore, it is necessary to solve the
turbocharger matching problem of natural gas engines.
If the engine and turbocharger are not properly matched,
the boost pressure often fails to reach the target value,
resulting in suboptimal low-speed torque performance of
natural gas engines [35,36].

For turbocharger system research, researchers focus
mainly on building and improving models. The commercial
software GT-Power, tailored for engine simulation, is used
to build enginemodels [37,38]. The detailed geometry of the
model, including lengths, diameters, junctions and topolo-
gies, is determined by the geometry of the engine. De Bellis
et al. [39] built a turbocharger model with a scrap door,
predicted the mass flow rate of the turbine inlet under
different operating conditions based on the GT-Power
turbine model, evaluated the steady-state flow perfor-
mance of the turbine and verified it by experiment. Payri
et al. [40] proposed a new physical model developed using
basic physical principles and equations to calculate the
hydrodynamic properties and energy conversion of the
turbine of an internal combustion engine. Passar et al. [41]
evaluated a new method for the design and estimation of
turbine blade sections for turbocharged engines, and this
technology provides a new direction for the subsequent
evaluation of the interface geometric parameters of turbine
blades. Yang et al. [42] established an analytical model of
engine parameters and turbocharger system functions to
study the main factors affecting turbocharger boost
pressure and engine performance. Wahlström et al. [43]
developed, parameterized and validated a mean value
model of a diesel engine with variable geometry turbo-
charger (VGT) and exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) to
predict the performance and behavior of diesel engines. By
adjusting the model parameters and using optimization
methods to capture the non-linear system dynamics, the
accuracy of the model is improved. The available literature
shows that many scientists have carried out in-depth
research on turbocharger performance using modelling or
computational methods. However, there is no systematic
and in-depth research on the matching of turbocharger and
engine. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to conduct
comprehensive research on the matching of turbocharging
systems for natural gas engines.

When matching the engine to the turbocharger, the
first step is to select a suitable turbocharger. If the
turbocharger is not selected correctly, the engine will not
achieve the ideal level of power output and fuel efficiency.
By establishing a mathematical model for engine-turbo-
charger matching and using computer simulation techni-
ques, it is possible to speed up the development process
while reducing the associated costs.

In this paper, the pre-matching method of engine and
turbocharger is used to optimise the matching of
turbocharger and natural gas engine based on the results
of experimental data analysis. This paper is of great
significance in guiding the performance development of
turbocharged natural gas engines.

2 Numerical development of engine and
turbocharger pre-matching

2.1 Pre-matching theory of engine and turbocharger
system

The usual method of turbocharger selection is to input the
performancemap of the compressor and turbine into engine
operating simulation software such as GT-Power to
perform complex calculations. This method, which requires
a large database of performance maps, is not only complex
but also very time consuming. In addition, in the early
stages of engine design, this method does not provide an
intuitive assessment of the parameters required to achieve
the engine performance goals, such as the required airflow,
boost pressure, etc. This is also the reason why many of the
turbochargers matched by this method do not meet the
requirements. Therefore, a self-developed software for
dedicated turbocharger pre-matching is proposed and
subsequent parameter settings are performed in this
software. The pre-matching method used in this paper is
based on the target performance of the engine, given known
parameters such as the number of engine cylinders, the
number of strokes, the displacement and the external
characteristic torque, etc. Thus, the turbocharger pressure
ratio and mass flow to match the engine power can be



Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of turbocharging system parameters.
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obtained from the engine displacement, external charac-
teristic torque, etc. In this way, the flow characteristic can
be obtained to find an intuitive and a priori condition for
matching the engine and the turbocharger. It is a quick and
effective way to find one or more suitable turbochargers
through this a priori condition to complete the pre-
matching. The schematic diagram of the turbocharging
system parameters is shown in Figure 1.
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where PT is the power of the turbine,m3 is the mass flow of
the exhaust gases through the turbine, CP3

is the specific
heat of the exhaust gases at constant pressure, T3 is
the temperature at the turbine exhaust gas outlet, P3 is
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gases, hT is the adiabatic efficiency of the turbine.
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where PC is the power of the compressor, _m1 is the mass
flow of the suction gases through the compressor,CP1 is the
specific heat at constant inlet pressure, T1 is the
temperature of the compressor before the compressor
inlet,P1 is gas inlet pressure of the compressor,P2 is the gas
outlet pressure of the compressor, g1 is the specific ratio of
the air, nC is the adiabatic efficiency of the compressor.
when the turbocharger reaches a power balance condition,
the power at both ends of the turbocharger is balanced as
follows:

PThm ¼ PC ; ð3Þ
where hm is the mechanical efficiency of the drive shaft.

Thus, the power balance equation of the turbocharger
can be expressed by the following equation:
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The gas mass flow through the turbine end under power

balance conditions is equal to the gas mass flow at the
compressor end plus the fuel mass flow:

:
m3¼ :

m1 þ :
mfuel; ð5Þ

where _m fuel is the mass flow of fuel.
Since the turbine end and the turbocharger end are

rigidly connected by a connecting shaft, the speed ratio
between the turbine and the compressor is as follows:

nT ¼ nC; ð6Þ
where nT is the speed of the turbine, nC is the speed of the
compressor.

Applying the equations (1)–(6), the relationship
between the flow rate and pressure ratio of the compressor
meeting the torque demand of the engine can be expressed
by equation (7):
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Specific information on equations (1)–(7) can be found
in related literature [44].
2.2 Pre-matching method of engine and turbocharger
system

In general, the matching of engine and turbocharger has
three aspects: the matching of engine and compressor, the
matching of engine and turbine and the matching of
compressor and turbine. The basic idea of the method is
described in detail below. Typically, the volumetric flow
value is between 0 and 1, while the pressure ratio is between
1 and 3.
2.2.1 Compressor map definition
–
 Defines the surge line. The compressor map parameter
definition diagram as shown in Figure 2 and the four blue
points from bottom left to top right are defined as surge



Fig. 2. Compressor flow map.
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point 1 (Vflow_1, p2p1_1), point 2 (Vflow_2, p2p1_ 2),
point 3 (Vflow_3, p2p1_3) and point 4 (Vflow_4,
p2p1_4), whose coordinates are known.
–
 Defines the overspeed line. Select the maximum constant
speed line of the compressor and fit a sixth order
equation, which is the overspeed line equation. The
equation form is y=C6x

6+C5x
5+C4x

4+C3x
3+C2x

2+
C1x+C0, and specific C6, C5, C4, C3, C2, C1, C0 is the
coefficient of the sixth order equation.
–
 Define the maximum flow. The intersection of the
overspeed line extension (purple) and the X-axis is
defined as the maximum flow of the compressor.

2.2.2 Compressor matching algorithm and process

Turbocharger matching technology involves selecting a
suitable compressor and turbine for the turbocharger
system based on the results of the matching calculation.
The compressor matching selection process is shown in
Figure 3, where Cmp_max_flow=Max{Vflow_1,
Vflow_2, Vflow_3, Vflow_4,}.

The exact calculation process is shown below:

–
 If Cmp_Vflow > Vflow_4, substituting Cmp_Vfolw
into the overdrive equation to calculate p2p1;
–
 If Cmp_Vflow < Vflow_1, substituting Cmp_Vfolw
into the equation p2p1(L)+ (Cmp_Vflow � Vflow_
(L)) * (p2p1_ (L+1)-p2p1_ (L))/(Vflow_ (L+1)-
Vflow_ (L)) to calculate p2p1;
–
 If Cmp_Vflow < Vflow_1, calculating p2p1 by substi-
tuting Cmp_Vfolw into the linear equation determined
by points (2, 1) and (Vflow_1, p2p1_1).

2.2.3 Turbine map definition

The curve on the turbine map plot was selected and a sixth
order equation of the form y=C6x

6+C5x
5+C4x

4+C3x
3+

C2x
2+ C1x+C0 was fitted, where specific C6, C5, C4, C3,
C2, C1, C0 are the coefficients of the sixth order equation.
Figure 4 shows that the volumetric flow initially increases
with the pressure ratio and the curve reaches a convergent
state when the pressure ratio is 2.2. It can also be seen that
the turbine has a large flow capacity so that it is not easily
clogged at high engine speeds. The point of maximum flow
and pressure ratio is defined as (Max_pratio, Max_red-
flow) as shown in Figure 4.
2.2.4 Turbine matching algorithms and processes

The turbine matching selection process is shown in
Figure 5, where d(tur_redflow) and d(tur_map_data)
denote the relative errors of tur_redflow and tur_map_-
data, respectively. When performing the turbocharger
parameter calculation, the basic engine parameters are
first entered into the basic parameters section of the
software. The associated parameters are then entered into
the engine operating point definition section of the
software. The engine operating points are given in Table 1,
where PMEP and FMEP are abbreviations for friction
mean effective pressure and pumping mean effective
pressure.
3 The research of turbocharger performance
experiment

A comprehensive performance test of a turbocharger has
been carried out, including a turbine characteristic test and
a compressor characteristic test. The performance of the
turbocharger can be comprehensively evaluated. Com-
bined with the results of the experimental data analysis,
the matching of the turbocharger and the natural gas
engine can be optimised through the development of the
turbocharger pre-matching method and the use of the
analytical method.



Fig. 3. Developed compressor matching process.

Fig. 4. Turbine map.
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3.1 Experimental facility

The test object is a HOLSETHX40G turbocharger and the
technical parameters of the corresponding natural gas
engine are shown in Table 2.
The experiment was carried out on a special test bench
for turbine and compressor characteristics. The tempera-
ture, pressure, speed and other experimental parameters
are controlled according to the relevant provisions of GB/T
23341.2-2009 [45]. For example, the environmental con-
ditions inside the test room were controlled at the standard
status, namely the air temperature is 25±1 °C, the
pressure is 101.3± 0.1 kPa, and the humidity was moni-
tored throughout the test process (for emission correction if
necessary). And the intercooler temperature at the rate
power point was controlled within±5 °C as specified by the
manufacturer, and it cannot be lower than 20 °C. The main
sensor arrangement during the experiment is shown in
Figures 6 and 7. The compressed air flows through the air
filter and the eddy current flowmeter to reach the
combustion chamber where it ignites the injected fuel.
The combustion exhaust then drives the turbine. The
compressor, which is rigidly connected to the turbine by a
connecting shaft, is also driven.Meanwhile, the speed of the
compressor is measured by a speed sensor and fed into the
computer. In addition, the oil tank plays a role in
lubricating the booster circuit, while the emission control
system and the intake control system are responsible for
controlling the gas flow. The test bench test and
measurement equipment is shown in Table 3.



Fig. 5. Developed turbine matching process.

Table 1. Definition of engine operating points.

Condition
number (–)

Speed
(r/min)

PMEP
(bar)

Excess air
coefficient (–)

FMEP
(bar)

Charging
efficiency (–)

Turbine
efficiency (%)

Compressor
efficiency (%)

Intercooling
efficiency (%)

Power
(kW)

1 1000 10 1.3 1 0.87 62 69.5 80 20.83
2 2000 18.09 1.371 1.7 0.89 62 74 80 75.36
3 2500 17.9 1.407 1.84 0.9 63 75.5 80 93.21
4 3000 16.5 1.443 2.1 0.84 64 68 80 103.1
5 4000 13.8 1.5 2.7 0.8 65 67.5 80 115
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3.2 The analysis of experimental result

According to the experimental results, the flow and
efficiency characteristics of the turbine and compressor
are shown in Figures 8a–8d, respectively. It can be seen
from Figure 8b that the turbine can reach a maximum
efficiency of about 70% at a speed of 6000 rpm and a
pressure ratio of 1.25. The high efficiency range (>67.5%)
of this turbine is in the low pressure ratio range (1.25-1.5)
and this turbine is suitable for matching the engine with
lower lift power, which is more suitable for working under
the low load of the engine. As the pressure ratio of this
turbine increases at different speed conditions, the
efficiency decreases significantly, which may result in
insufficient engine power. Furthermore, Figure 8d shows
that this compressor can reach a maximum efficiency of



Table 2. Main engine parameters.

Item Natural gas engine parameters

Number of cylinders 6
Displacement 10L
Rated power 247kW/2200rpm
Ignition order 1–5–3–6–2–4
Rated fuel consumption rate 195g/(kWh)
Maximum no-load speed 2500±50 r/min
Minimum steady rate of operation 600±50 r/min
Turbine rear exhaust temperature 580 °C
Noise 93 dB

Fig. 6. The schematic diagram of turbocharger test bench.
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Fig. 7. Turbine and compressor characteristic experiment sensor arrangement.

Table 3. Bench test equipment and measuring equipment.

Equipment name Manufacturer/type Measurement range Accuracy

Eddy current flowmeter TOCEIL-CMF025 (Shanghai ToCeil
Engine Testing Equipment Co., LTD.
Shanghai, China)

0–60 L/min ±0.35%

Speed sensor CP-044 (Guangzhou Jichuang Electronic
Equipment Co., LTD. Guangzhou, China)

400–6000 rpm 0.5%

Temperature sensor PT100 (Hunan Xiangyi Dynamic Testing
Instrument Co., LTD. Changsha, China)

0–300 °C ±0.15 °C

Pressure sensor Piezoresistive transducer (Hunan Xiangyi
Dynamic Testing Instrument Co., LTD.
Changsha, China)

0–3.5 bar 0.1% FS

Air filter meter Lambda square orifice plate 0–500 CFM 0.1%
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about 75% at a speed of 10 000 rpm and a mass flow of
0.40 kg/s. In addition, the equivalent flow is equal to the
mass flow multiplied by the square root of the temperature
and divided by the pressure.

According to the given engine parameters and the
measured compressor map, the engine and turbocharger
were pre-matched and analysed. The pre-matching map of
engine and compressor is obtained as shown in Figure 9.
The operating point of the engine is predicted by the
provided engine parameters and the compressor map is
entrusted to a turbocharger manufacturer for actual
measurement.
The analysis and evaluation of the matching perfor-
mance of engine and turbocharger can lead to the following
conclusions:

–
 The highest efficiency zone of the compressor falls in the
high pressure ratio area, and the highest efficiency zone of
the turbine falls in the low pressure ratio area, indicating
that the compressor and turbine are poorly matched.
–
 The highest efficiency zone of the compressor falls in the
high pressure ratio area, and the operating points of the
engine fall in the area where the compressor efficiency is
lower, indicating that this engine cannot fully utilize the
high efficiency of the compressor during operation.



Fig. 8. Characteristic curves of the turbine and compressor.
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–
 As can be seen from Figure 9, the operating condition of
the engine has enough margin from the surge line and the
drag line. In addition, the high speed and blockage area
maintain a certain distance, and the turbocharger will
not be surge and blockage.
–
 The entire engine operating line is to the left of the
compressor curve, indicating that the engine corresponds
to the lower compressor efficiency at low speeds, and the
proximity to the surge area leads to thepossibility of surge.

4 The analysis and comparison
of turbocharger performance

4.1 The comparison of compressor matching

Compressors#1,#2and#3 in the developed databasewere
selected to rematch the engine and the pre-matched map of
the engine and compressors is shown in Figures 10–12,
respectively. After the engine was pre-matched with these
three turbochargers, it can be seen from the figure that the
low-speedpoint isacertaindistanceaway fromthesurge line,
and the high-speed point has plenty of margin from the
blocking line, and neither of them exceeds the surge line and
the blocking line.Themaximumefficiency of the compressor
reaches the 77–79% efficiency region, which means that the
engine operating condition point falls in the higher efficiency
regionof the compressor,which is conducive to the reduction
of pumping losses, thus improving the engine’s power
performance and the engine’s economy.Therefore, when the
engine is rematchedwith the three turbochargers, the engine
operating points fall into the higher efficiency zone of
compressors #1, #2 and#3, which is conducive to reducing
pump air losses and thus improving the power output of the
engine.
4.2 The analysis of turbine comparation

It can be seen from the previous turbine characteristic
experiment that the maximum efficiency of the turbine is
70% and the efficiency of the turbine decreases significantly
as the pressure ratio increases. The flow characteristics of
turbines #1, #2 and #3 selected from the developed



Fig. 9. Pre-matching map of the engine and compressor.

Fig. 10. Pre-matching map of the engine and the #1 compressor.
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Fig. 11. Pre-matching map of the engine and the #2 compressor.

Fig. 12. Pre-matching map of the engine and the #3 compressor.
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Fig. 13. Characteristic curve of the three turbines.
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database show that the flow increases as the pressure ratio
increases and finally converges to a certain value as shown
in Figures 13a, 13c and 13e. In addition, the efficiency of
these three turbines in the database can maintain a stable
and relatively high efficiency (>65%) over a wide range of
pressure ratios (1.5–3.5). It can be seen from Figures 13b,
13d and 13f that the maximum efficiencies of turbines #1,
#2 and #3 are 71.3%, 72.2% and 72.7% respectively and
that there is a decreasing tendency for the turbine
efficiencies to vary with pressure ratio as the speed
increases. Since the turbine pressure ratio must be greater
than 1, the experiment is unstable when the turbine
pressure ratio is 1. Therefore, turbine #1 did not perform
the experiment when the pressure ratio is 1 at a speed of
40000 r/min, as shown in Figure 13b. According to the
characteristics of these three turbine curves, the pressure
ratio is divided into three regions: Region I (1.0–2.0), Region
II (2.0–2.5) andRegion III (>2.5). At the same time, it can be
seen from Figure 13f that turbine #3 can achieve maximum
efficiency at a speed of 114500 rpm(Region II). The efficiency
curves of turbines #1 and#2 also reachmaximum efficiency
inregionII,asshowninFigures13band13drespectively.This
means that there is not a simple linear relationship between
pressure ratio and turbine efficiency, and thathigher pressure
ratios and speeds do not contribute more to efficiency.

Turbine #2 or #3 in the database can be selected to
improve the torque and transient response of the engine at
low speed, while turbine #1 can be selected to improve the
matching of the engine at high speed and reduce fuel
consumption. The results of the comparative analysis show
that the matching of turbocharger and engine can be
optimized according to the requirements, and the engine
performance can be further improved by the rational
selection of the turbocharger.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the turbocharger pre-matching calculation
and analysis are carried out according to the engine
performance parameters and turbocharger performance
measurement data. The matching method of engine and
turbocharger is developed based on the numerical
development technology, and the three turbines and three
compressors included in the software database were re-
matched, compared and analyzed. Through these experi-
ments, the following conclusions are obtained:

–
 Based on the self-developed software dedicated to pre-
matching, a pre-matching method was proposed. In this
method, the subsequent work and time required for
matching can be reduced, and many parameters of the
engine can be seen directly, which can facilitate the
subsequent design.
–
 According to the analysis of the turbine characteristic
experiment and the compressor characteristic experi-
ment, the turbine can achieve a maximum efficiency of
about 70%. When the pressure ratio of this turbine
increases, the efficiency decreases significantly, which
may lead to insufficient engine performance.
–
 Three different compressors and three turbines were
selected from the matching software database for further
comparative analysis. The efficiency of these three
turbines in the database can maintain a stable and
relatively high efficiency (>65%) over a wide range of
pressure ratios (1.5–3.5). The maximum efficiencies of
the 1#, 2# and 3# turbines are 71.3%, 72.2% and 72.7%
respectively, and the trend of the turbine efficiencies with
changing pressure ratios becomes smaller and smaller
with increasing speed. The turbine efficiency is more
stable at higher speeds.
–
 Compared with the traditional method, the maximum
efficiency of the turbine has increased by 1–3% and
the overall efficiency has improved after the pre-
matching. The pre-matching method can optimize a
large part of the engine operating range and almost
all probable operating points during a duty cycle to
achieve maximum efficiency for both compressor and
turbine.

Nomenclature
EGR
 Exhaust gas recirculation

FMEP
 Friction mean effective pressure

GB/T
 China national standard

PMEP
 Pumping mean effective pressure

SI
 Spark Ignite

VGT
 Variable geometry turbocharger
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